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State hearing in SR on wildfire risk
NEW PRIORITY » Lawmakers meet with fire officials,
regulators regarding oversight of utilities, prevention
BY KEVIN FIXLER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

State lawmakers convened a
special hearing in Santa Rosa on
Friday to tackle a heated topic
less than four months after last
year’s historic wildfires: How to
oversee utilities to prevent future catastrophic infernos?
The Senate subcommittee hearing, including several North Bay

lawmakers, largely sidestepped
the most pressing question for
authorities in last October’s fires,
chiefly whether failed power
equipment, including lines and
other gear owned and maintained
by Pacific Gas & Electric Co., may
have been to blame for starting the
most destructive blazes. Scores of
North Bay residents have sued
PG&E, alleging poor maintenance
led to power equipment failures

Michael Picker,
president of the
California
Public Utilities
Commission,
testifies Friday
during a Senate
subcommittee
hearing at
Santa Rosa
City Hall.

that started the fires.
The state’s fire chief, Cal Fire
Director Ken Pimlott, said he was
hopeful his agency’s examination
of the fires’ causes would be complete in several months, acknowledging, however, that it could take
much longer given the complexity
of the puzzle facing investigators.
Meanwhile, state Sen. Jerry
Hill, chairman of the Senate
Subcommittee on Gas, Electric, and Transportation Safety, told fire victims that he had
KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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FOUNTAINGROVE » Local officials isolate chemical pollution
problem within 184 acres of development, including 350 homes

Contaminated
water baffles city

Donald Trump

Trump
says US
‘open for
business’
GLOBAL FORUM » In
speech, president softens
‘America First’ policy
By NOAH BIERMAN
TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU
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Jan Verspecht’s Fountaingrove home survived the October firestorm, but a new problem has arisen after tests found benzene in the water. On
Friday Santa Rosa city worker Marcial Gonzalez trucked in potable water to fill containers for the family to use in cooking and drinking.
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

anta Rosa officials are
scrambling to figure out
why the drinking water in
a wildfire-ravaged section of
Fountaingrove is contaminated with a chemical commonly
found in plastics and gasoline.
A team of local water quality
officials, regulators and experts
has been working for 2½ months
to understand how the volatile
hydrocarbon benzene is getting
into the water system and how to

Andrea Cromphout unwraps water filters for their exterior spigots
Jan. 14 at her Fountaingrove home in Santa Rosa.

fix the problem.
They suspect the heat of the
Tubbs fire, which incinerated
1,400 homes in the area, may
have damaged parts of the waterdelivery system, such as plastic water pipes or meters, and
caused the dangerous carcinogen to leech into the neighborhood’s water supply.
But despite hundreds of water
tests, detailed mapping of the
results and targeted equipment
replacement, the problem still
TURN TO WATER » PAGE A8

ONLINE To see a map of the contaminated areas, go to pressdemocrat.com

State paid millions to settle harassment claims
By MARJIE LUNDSTROM
TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

Four young men who were locked in a
youth correctional facility in Southern
California accused a male staff counselor
of coercing them into sex acts in exchange
for contraband and special treatment. The
cost to taxpayers to settle their lawsuit:
$10 million.
At California State University, Fullerton, a female student in her 20s reported

that her professor encouraged her to drink
whiskey with him in his office and advised
her to masturbate during the week to relax,
then report back to him on her progress.
The cost? The CSU system paid $92,000 to
settle her case, while the student became
fearful and anxious after the encounters
and her “quality of life declined,” her lawsuit contended.
And at California State Prison-Corcoran, which has housed the likes of Juan Corona and Charles Manson until his recent

death, a female correctional officer said a
fellow guard repeatedly made explicit sexual comments, stared at her breasts and
crotch, touched her with his hands and
pelvis and called her at home, according to
court documents and interviews. The state
settled her case for $750,000.
While public attention has been riveted
on sexual harassment allegations in the
California Legislature, with sordid charges
TURN TO STATE » PAGE A2

DAVOS, Switzerland — President Donald Trump gave his
salesman’s pitch for America on
Friday before an international
crowd of corporate and political
titans, and took credit for its economic success, even as he was
shadowed by fresh clouds from
home about his heightened jeopardy in the Russia investigation
and opposition to his immigration plan.
Contrary to predictions that
Trump might use his keynote
address to the World Economic
Forum in Davos to bash multilateral trade deals and international alliances, as he did during his
campaign, he appeared to soften
the edges of his “America First”
policy in his speech to the elites
who gather in this glitzy Alpine
resort each winter to champion
free trade and global cooperation.
“America is open for business and we are competitive
once again,” Trump told several hundred attendees, reading
his speech from a teleprompter.
“Now is the perfect time to bring
your business, your jobs and your
investments to the United States.”
Given the complaints here
about Trump’s aggressive trade
policies and worries that America
TURN TO TRUMP » PAGE A2
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